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Sampling from a System-Theoretic Viewpoint:

Part II—Noncausal Solutions
Gjerrit Meinsma and Leonid Mirkin,Member, IEEE

Abstract

This paper puts to use concepts and tools introduced in Part Ito address a wide spectrum of noncausal

sampling and reconstruction problems. Particularly, we follow the system-theoretic paradigm by using

systems as signal generators to account for available information and system norms (L
2 and L

1)

as performance measures. The proposed optimization-basedapproach recovers many known solutions,

derived hitherto by different methods, as special cases under different assumptions about acquisition

or reconstructing devices (e.g., polynomial and exponential cardinal splines for fixed samplers and the

Sampling Theorem and its modifications in the case when both sampler and interpolator are design

parameters). We also derive new results, such as versions ofthe Sampling Theorem for downsampling

and reconstruction from noisy measurements, the continuous-time invariance of a wide class of optimal

sampling-and-reconstruction circuits, etcetera.

Index Terms

Sampling and reconstruction, non-causal filters, least-square optimzation, min-max optimization,

Shannon formula, lifting.

I. INTRODUCTION AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

In Part I [1] we presented and expanded on the system-theoretic approach to the sampling / reconstruction

(SR) problem and related technical tools. The primary goal of this part is to demonstrate how these
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ideas can be put to use in various SR problems when no causality constraints are imposed on acquisi-

tion / reconstructing devices.
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Fig. 1. Sampling / reconstruction (SR) setup

We consider the SR setup depicted in Fig. 1, wherev is the analog signal that we want to reconstruct

from sampledmeasurements of another, possibly different, signaly. Sampling and reconstruction is

carried out by the hybrid signal processor (HSP), highlighted by the gray box in Fig. 1, which comprises

a sampler (acquisition or A/D device)S and a hold (interpolator or D/A device)H and produces a signal

u, which is aimed to be close tov in some sense. In accordance with the system-theoretic approach (see

[1] for more details), we express the available informationaboutv, y and their relations via modeling

these signals as outputs of asignal generator

G D
2

4
Gv

Gy

3

5

driven by a common (normalized) signalw, so that propertiesG reflect those ofv andy. For example,

the assumption thatv andy are realizations of stochastic processes with known power spectral densities

˚v.!/ and˚y.!/ and a cross-spectral densitẙyv.!/ D Œ˚vy.!/�
� is equivalent to assuming thatw is

white noise andG is a stable system, whose frequency responseG.j!/ verifies

G.j!/ŒG.j!/�� D

2

4
˚v.!/ ˚vy.!/

˚yv.!/ ˚y.!/

3

5 � 0:

As the measure of reconstruction performance we use norms ofthe error system

Ge´ Gv �H SGy ;

which connectsw and the reconstruction errore. Specifically, in this paper we are concerned with

minimizing theL2 andL1 norms ofGe. Loosely speaking, the former corresponds to minimizing the

energy / variance ofe under knownv andy (mean-square), while the latter—under the worst-case (min-

max) scenario. In each of this cases, both deterministic andstochastic interpretations of the optimization

problems exist. Given the norm, the design problems split into three types:
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fixed sampler free sampler

fixed hold Type-I Type-II

free hold Type-III Type-IV

where “fixed” might mean both the ideal and generalized sampling / reconstruction. These three types we

consider in various settings.

Remark 1.1:There are also Type-I problems, which are problems when bothsampler and hold are

fixed and only a discrete filter (in between sampler and hold, not shown in the diagram) needs to be

designed. It appears that most of the work in the sampling literature are concerned with this scenario. In

the system-theoretic formulation, however, Type-I problems, unlike the other three cases, can be reduced

to equivalent discrete estimation problems, which, in turn, are solvable by standard methods. Reduction

procedures, applicable to non-causal and relaxed-causal setups, are available in [2] for theL2 norm and

in [3] for the L1 norm. We therefore do not deal with Type-I problems in this paper. O

To the best of our knowledge, noncausal SR problems have not been studied from the system-theoretic

viewpoint so far. Nonetheless, we shall demonstrate below that in many cases the approach leads to

solutions, already derived in the literature (and used in practice) by rather diverse methods. These are

cardinal polynomial and exponential splines [4]–[6], which are produced by solving Type-III problems

under certain choices of the signal generatorG, and the ubiquitous Sampling Theorem, with its sinc-

interpolator, and several of its generalizations [7]–[9],which turn out to be the optimal solutions of various

Type-IV problems in both theL2 and theL1 cases. Moreover, we show that the well-known frequency

folding phenomenon [10,÷6.1] shows up in the determination of singular values of signal generators

in the lifted domain (this is a key step in our treatment of Type-IV problems owing to the exhaustive

characterisation of hybrid signal processor in the lifted domain via a rank condition in Theorem 4.1). All

this deepens the insight into both existing and proposed methods.

At the same time, our machinery goes beyond known results, leading to new solutions and interpre-

tations. We extend the Sampling Theorem to downsampling andSR in the face of noisy measurements,

which are new results to the best of our knowledge. We prove anintrinsic continuous-time invariance

of bothL2 (mean-square) andL1 (worst-case) optimal HSPs. We also present limitations on error-free

reconstruction, which expoits an interplay betweenL2 andL1 systems norms.

The paper is organized as follows. We begin with Type II (Section II) and Type III (Section III)

problems. The rest of the paper addresses Type IV problems. Section IV is about a rank characterization

of hybrid signal processors and in the following two sections we summarize fixed frequence singular
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value decompositions in lifted domain and the folding procedure. From Section VII onwards a series of

applications is discussed, beginning with a single-channel SR and the ensuing limititations on error free

reconstruction. Then, in Sections VIII and IX multi-channel SR and optimal downsampling are discussed.

Finally, in Section X we consider SR from noisy measurements. Preliminary conference versions of some

of the results presented here can be found in [11]–[13].

A. Notation

In this paper it is convenient to refer to systems that are linear and time invariant with respect to any

continuous-time shift asLCTI systems, and to systems that are linear and time invariant under discrete

times shifts, equal to a multiple of the sampling periodh, asLDTI systems. For the rest the notion is

the same as that of Part I, [1].

II. T YPE II: F IXED HOLD, OPTIMAL SAMPLER

Type-II (fixed hold) and Type-III (fixed sampler) problems are unconstrained projection problems which

makes them easy to solve.

Proposition 2.1:Let Gv;Gy ;H 2 L1 and suppose thatkGvk2 < 1 andH is a hold. Then every

solutionSopt 2 L1 (if any) of the normal equations

H �GvG�
y D .H �H /Sopt.GyG�

y / (1)

is a sampler minimizingkGek2 over all S 2 L1. The optimal performance level is thenkGek2
2 D

kGvk2
2 � kH SoptGyk2

2. If in addition

.H �H /�1 and .GyG�
y /

�1 exist and are stable; (2)

then

SoptD .H �H /�1H �GvG�
y .GyG�

y /
�1 (3)

is the unique stable optimal sampler.

Proof: Standard projection combined with the trace-like property[1, Eqn. (34)].

The optimal sampler (3) can be viewed as the cascade of the LCTI systemGvGy.GyG�
y /

�1, the sampler

H � and the discrete system.H �H /�1. The first system,GvGy.GyG�
y /

�1, is actually the optimal analog

filter, i.e., the filterF minimizing kGv � FGyk2 over all stableF .
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The above proposition is formulated representation free. To make matters concrete one can employ a

specific representation. The lifted frequency response representation is interesting because it shows that

the optimal sampler

KSopt.ej�/ D Œ. JH � JH/�1 JH � MGv
MG�

y .
MGy
MG�

y /
�1�.ej�/

for each frequency� satisfies the normal equations associated with the normk MGe.ej�/kHS. That is, the

optimal sampler also frequency-wise minimizes the norm of the frequency response [1, Eqn. (31)]. This

is a well known feature in noncausal filter design [14]. If allsignals are scalar then the Fourier transform

of the optimal sampling function is probably the simplest representation. Indeed in that caseG�
y cancels

in (1) and the optimal sampling function�opt then can be shown to have Fourier transform

	opt.j!/ D
h

P

k2Z
j˚.j.! C 2k!N//j2

˚.�j!/
Gv.j!/
Gy.j!/

; (4)

where˚.j!/ is the Fourier transform of the hold function�.t/. This follows for instance from [1,

Prop. 5.2].

TheL1 optimal sampler is more involved but it applies to a larger class of signal generators in that

kGvk2 need not be finite. The following result is proved in Appendix.

Proposition 2.2:Let Gv;Gy ;H 2 L1 and supposeH is a hold and that (2) is satisfied. Then

kGek1 � max.k.I �H .H �H /�1H �/Gvk1;

kGv.I � G�
y .GyG�

y /
�1Gy/k1 / (5)

for any stable sampler, and there exist stable samplers thatachieve equality. IfG�1
y exists and is stable

then theL2-optimal (3) is alsoL1-optimal. O

Each term in (5) has a clear interpretation. The first termk.I �H .H �H /�1H �/Gvk1 is the minimal

L1-norm for the case thaty D v, i.e., for the case that all information about the signalv that we want

to reconstruct is available for sampling. The second term,kGv.I �Gy.GyG�
y /

�1G�
y /k1, is theL2-induced

norm of the mappinge D Gew for w restricted tow D .I � G�
y .GyG�

y /
�1Gy/ Ow. These are the signalsw

for which there is nothing to sample,y D 0. Evidently that is a lower bound forkGek1.

A. WhenGy D Gv

Now suppose that the signal available for sampling,y, is exactly the signal to be reconstructed,

v. In other words, letGy D Gv. For this case the design ofL2 optimal samplers for fixed holds is

well documented [15, Section IV] and the optimal sampler is then essentially independent of the signal

generator. Including theL1 norm we obtain:
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Corollary 2.3: Let Gy D Gv, H 2 L1, and suppose that.H �H /�1 exists and is stable. Then

Sopt´ .H �H /�1H � (6)

minimizes theL1 norm ofGe with

kGek1 D k.I �H .H �H /�1H �/Gvk1: (7)

If in additionkGvk2 <1, then it minimizes theL2 norm as well withkGek2
2 D kGvk2

2�kH .H �H /�1H �Gvk2
2.

O

IndeedSoptD .H �H /�1H � solves the normal equation (1) and does not depend onGv. Another way

to think about it is that now there is a single sampler that minimizes thesignalerror normk.I�H S/Gvwk2

for every given exogenous inputw 2 L2. It implies that this sampler is alsoL1-optimal. The Fourier

transform (4) of the optimal sampler reduces to

	opt.j!/ D
h˚.�j!/

P

k2Z
j˚.j.! C 2k!N//j2

:

Example 2.1:The adjointH � is a sampler and according to [1,÷V-B], its sampling function is .t/ D

�.�t / with �.t/ the hold function ofH . Thus if the hold is causal then the adjoint hold (a sampler) is

anti-causal, and vice-versa. The discrete filterNK ´ .H �H /�1 because of its symmetry is never causal,

unless it is static. For the zero order hold, with hold function �.t/ D 1Œ0;h/.t/, the discrete filterH �H
is the static gain,h. This follows from [1, Eqn. (28a)]. The optimal sampler (6) therefore is1

h
H �. It is

the sampler with sampling function .t/ D 1
h
�.�t / D 1

h
1.�h;0�.t/. It is an averaging noncausal sampler,

see [1, II-B]. O

The optimal sampler (6) makesH Sopt the classic orthogonal projection (hence self adjoint) onto the

image ofH , which agrees well with the ideas of [16]. Consequently, we have the trivial identity that

SH D I . This impliesconsistency, a term coined by [17]. In the present context consistency means that

SH S D S. In other words, in a consistent HSP any reconstructed signal u´H Sy when reinjected into

the sampler recovers the discrete signalSy that was injected into the hold.

The bulk of this paper handles cases in which both sampler andhold are designed simultaneously

(Type-IV). Obviously, this generalizes Type-II and hence also in Type-IV problems the hybrid signal

processorH S may be taken (self-adjoint) projections ifGy D Gv, and they are consistent. If causality

requirements are imposed on sampler and / or hold then these properties are lost [18, Part III].

III. T YPE III: F IXED SAMPLER, OPTIMAL HOLD

Type-III problems are essentially dual to the Type-II problems that we considered in the previous

section. This is why in this section we only summarize the results.
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Proposition 3.1:Let Gv 2 L1 \ L2 and that a samplerS is given such thatSGy 2 L1. Then every

Hopt 2 L1 (if any) that solves the normal equation

Gv.SGy/
� DHoptSGy.SGy/

� (8)

minimizeskGek2 over allH 2 L1 attaining the performance levelkGek2
2 D kGvk2

2 � kHoptSGyk2
2. In

particular if .SGy.SGy/
�/�1 exists and is stable then

HoptD Gv.SGy/
�.SGy.SGy/

�/�1: (9)

is the unique stable optimal hold. O

The optimal hold (9) can be viewed as the cascade of a discretesystem.SGy.SGy/
�/�1, a hold.SGy/

�

and an analog systemGv.

Without loss of generality we can take the sampler to be idealbecause its sampling function may

always be absorbed intoGy . The required stability ofSIdlGy in the above proposition is then ensured if

Gy is LCTI having strictly proper rational transfer functionG.s/ with no poles on the imaginary axis [1,

÷VI-A].

The abstract solution (9) for scalar signals and LCTI signalgeneratorsGv andGy is compactly described

via the Fourier transform of its hold function

˚opt.j!/ D
hGv.j!/Gy.�j!/

P

k2Z
jGy.j.! C 2k!N//j2

; (10)

still under the assumption thatS D SIdl . This follows from the j!-axis version of [1, Prop. 5.1].

A. WhenGy D Gv

Let us return to the situation thatGy D Gv. Then once again the hybrid signal processor becomes

consistent becauseSHopt D I for the hold of (9). The normal equation (8) does not simplifymuch in

this case. A crucial difference with Type-II is that now there is no single hold that minimizes thesignal

error normk.Gv �H SGy/wk2 for all w. Typically, in fact, for almost every givenw 2 L2 there exists a

holdHw that makes the reconstruction error.Gv �HwSGy/w equal to zero1, while no singleH exists

that does this for allw.

Let us further assume that the sampler is ideal,S D SIdl (for theL2 criterion this can be viewed as a

noise-free version of the optimal discretization of the Wiener filter solved in [19]). For this case we will

establish connections with the cardinal exponential and polynomial spline hold functions of [4]–[6].

1 JHw .ej� /´ Mv.ej� /= Ny.ej� / is often well defined.
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Example 3.1 (Second order signal generator):Let Gv be the LCTI system with transfer function

Gv.s/ D
1

.s C ˛/2 ; ˛ > 0:

Clearly,G�
vGv has impulse responsegv �gÏ

v with gv.t/ the impulse response ofGv andgÏ

v .t/´ gv.�t /.

In our case

.gv � gÏ

v /.t/ D 1

4˛3 .1 � ˛t/e˛t
1.�t /C 1

4˛3 .1C ˛t/e�˛t
1.t/

D
1=.4˛3/

0 1 ˛t !

Hence the discrete systemNF ´ SIdlGv.SIdlGv/
� has impulse responsef Œn�´ .gv � gÏ

v /.nh/ D 1

4˛3 .1C

˛jnjh/e�˛jnjh. For the optimal hold (9) we need the inverse ofNF . To this end, we first determine its

discrete transfer function (withr ´ e�˛h)

NF .´/ D 1

4˛3

�
1 � r2

.1 � r´/.1� r=´/ C
˛hr=´

.1� r=´/2 C
˛hr´

.1 � r´/2
�

:

Its inverse, withˇ´ r.r2.1C ˛h/C .ah � 1//, then reads

NK.´/´ NF �1.´/ D 4˛3 .1 � r=´/2.1� r´/2
ˇ´�1 C .1 � r2.r2 C 4˛h//C ˇ´:

The hold function of the optimal hold (9) finally can be obtained by filteringgv � gÏ

v with this NK . For

the three values̨h 2 f1; 5; 10g this results in

�opt.t/ D
1

0 t=h !

˛h D 1

For 0 < ˛h < 1 the plot is very similar to that for̨ h D 1. Sincegv � gÏ

v is twice continuously

differentiable, also�opt.t/ has this degree of smoothness. Moreover, sincegv�gÏ

v is piecewise exponential,

the optimal hold is a spline that on each sampling interval isa sum of exponential functions. This is an

example of the exponential splines of [6]. O

Note that the equalitySIdlHopt D I for the ideal sampler means that the hold function�opt.t/ at the

sampling instances,kh, equals the Kronecker deltaNıŒk�. Indeed it does in the above example.

As shown in [16] (see also [20, p. 575]), in many cases, sequences of hold functions�n.t/ converge

towards sinch.t/ asn approaches infinity. For our hold functions that would mean that often sequences

of Fourier transforms

˚opt;n.j!/ D
hjGv;n.j!/j2

P

k2Z
jGv;n.j.! C 2k!N//j2

(11)
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converge toh1Œ�!N;!N� asn ! 1. This convergence occurs iff the corresponding signal generatorGv;n

becomes more and more “baseband dominant” asn!1. To be more precise, introduce the following

definitions:

Definition 3.1: A SISO LCTI systemW is said to bebaseband dominantif a c 2 Œ0; 1� exists such

that

jW.j!k/j � cjW.j!0/j; 8k ¤ 0; !0 2 .�!N; !N/:

If the inequality above holds for ac < 1, thenW is said to bestrict baseband dominant. O

It is easy to see that every real system whose frequency response is monotonically decreasing over

positive frequency is strict baseband dominant.

Proposition 3.2: If W is stable LCTI and strict baseband dominant and if the sampler is ideal, then

for Gv;n ´W n the optimal hold (9) converges toHsinc asn!1.

Proof: For thisGv;n the right-hand side of (11) converges toh if ! 2 .�!N; !N/ and converges to

0 if j!j > !N. It converges to the Fourier transform of sinch.t/. Stability and strict baseband dominance

imply thatkGv;nk2 <1 and that the denominator in (11) is<1 for every!. Moreover, the convergence

is in L2 signal norm, which guarantees that the limit is well defined (in both time and frequency domain).

The signal interpretation of this result is intuitive: in the limit n ! 1 the signalsv D Gn;vw are

effectively bandlimited toŒ�!N; !N� and indeed, as Shannon dictates, holding with the sinch is then the

best one can do (irrespective ofw).

B. Optimal Hold for Unstable Signal Generators

A popular class of hold functions are the cardinal polynomial spline hold functions [4]. These are

polynomial splines of odd degree2n�1 (n D 1; 2; : : :) and which are2n�2 times continuously differen-

tiable. Further they are inL2.R/ and are required to satisfy the consistency property that�.kh/ D NıŒk�.

This makes them unique. Fig. 2 shows these hold functions forn D 1 andn D 2.

0 1 2 t=h !0 1 t=h !

Fig. 2. Cardinal polynomial spline hold functions of degree1 and 3

A natural question now is: with respect to what class of signals are these hold functions optimal? If

in Example 3.1 we let̨ approach zero then its hold function approaches a cubic spline (this requires
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some work) and the signal generator approaches the double integrator1=s2. It suggests that cubic cardinal

polynomial splines are optimal with respect to doubly integrated white noise (integrated Brownian motion)

or doubly integratedL2 signals, so slowly varying signals. More generally, we claim the following.

Theorem 3.3:If Gy D Gv are LCTI integrators of ordern, Gv.s/ D Gy.s/ D 1=sn, then the hold

function of (11) is the unique.2n � 2/-smooth.2n � 1/-degree polynomial spline inL2.R/ for which

�opt.kh/ D NıŒk�. O

A proper proof is in the Appendix. A dubious derivation, but an insightful one nonetheless, goes as

follows. Consider the normal equation.1�H SIdl/GvG�
vS�

Idl D 0. Now the adjointS�
Idl of the ideal sampler

is the delta-hold operator and henceGvG�
vS�

Idl Nu for any signalNu is a delta-train integrated2n times, i.e.,

some.2n � 2/-smooth.2n � 1/-degree polynomial spline. So the equality.1 �H SIdl/GvG�
vS�

Idl Nu D 0

means that the polynomial spline equalsH applied to the sampled polynomial spline. By linearity and

discrete-time invariance, it is sufficient to consider the case thatSIdlGvG�
vS�

Idl Nu is the unit pulse. There is

a unique polynomial spline� 2 L2.R/ of the given smoothness and degree interpolating the unit pulse

[4].

In [18, Remark 20.7] it is shown, as a by product, that the hold(9) is actually the stable hold that

makes the error system.I �H S/Gv stable and minimizes itsL2-norm. An alternative approach to handle

unstable weights (nonstationary processes) can be found in[21]. These formulations circumvent stability

of the signal generators and also apply to integratorsGv.s/ D 1=sn. Incidentally, since1=s is strict

baseband dominant, these cardinal polynomial spline functions converge towards sinch.t/ as n ! 1

(Proposition 3.2 and [4,÷ III.D]).

C. Hybrid Signal Generators: Some Connections

Although we assumed so far thatG is an analog system, Proposition 3.1 (as well as 2.1) is valid

for hybrid G, including D/A and A/D components, too. In such cases, the exogenous signal and / or the

error to be kept down might also include discrete components. Below, we present two examples of this

situation with the aim to highlight connections between ourapproach and some related results in the

literature.

Example 3.2:Following [22], letGy D Gv DHv be the hold with

�v.t/ D
0 t=h !

and take the ideal samplerSIdl. In fact, the precise shape of�v.t/ on Œ�2h; h� andŒh; 2h� is not important,
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but their symmetry that they add up to1 for all intersample time,

�v.�2hC �/C �v.hC �/ D 1; 8� 2 Œ0; h�; (12)

is. The cascadeSIdlGv is then the discrete FIR system with the transfer function´ C 1 C ´�1. In [22,

p. 1095] it is claimed that then no holdH exists that reconstructs the input to the sampler error free,

because some inverse needed in the process is not defined. That implication is not correct. The normal

equation is singular but not unsolvable. To see this, note that (8) in lifted frequency domain reads

JHv.´/.´C 1C ´�1/ D JHopt.´/.´C 1C ´�1/2 (13)

and indeed́ D ej2�=3 is a zero of the right-most term and so that term has no stable inverse. These

zeros, however, cancel against zeros ofJHv.´/, which can be seen via its kernel

M�v.´I �/ D ´2 C .´C 1/C ´�1

D
�

C .´ � 1/
�

.´C 1C ´�1/: (14)

Therefore, the hold with the kernel

M�opt.´I �/ D C .´ � 1/ D ´C

solves (13). This defines an FIR system, reminiscent of the predictive first-order hold [1, Example 3.3].

In hindsight it is easy to see that this hold is optimal, and infact it is error free (i.e.,GeD 0).

Crucial in the derivation is the symmetry (12). If this symmetry is absent then the unit circle zeros

of ´C 1C ´�1 reappear in the (unique) solution of (13) as poles, rendering it unstable. Yet even in this

case one can approach the perfect reconstruction arbitrarily close by a stableH . O

For LCTI signal generatorsGy D Gv and the ideal sampler, the conclusions are very similar and

this, once again, is best seen from its classic Fourier transform: while the explicit formula (9) requires

SIdlGv.SIdlGv/
� to be stably invertible, for the normal equations to hold forsome stable hold we merely

need that its Fourier transform

˚opt.j!/ D
hjGv.j!/j2

P

k2Z
jGv.j.! C 2k!N//j2

determines a stable system. Evidently, we havej˚opt.j!/j � h for every! and so stability of the hold is,

for instance, ensured ifj!jGv.j!/ is bounded for some > 1=2 [1, ÷VI-A]. Note that SIdlGv.SIdlGv/
� is

stable and stably invertible iff1
�
>

P

k2Z
jGv.j.! C 2k!N//j2 > � for some� 2 .0; 1/ and all! 2 R.

Example 3.3:The configuration in Fig. 3 corresponds to a particular case of the optimization-based

approach proposed in [23] (see also [19, Eqn. (12)] for the noise-free case). The goal is to reconstruct
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Fig. 3. Reconstruction setup for Example 3.3

an analog signalv from measurements of its sampled versionNv corrupted by a discrete noiseNn. This is

done via choosing the holdH that minimizeskNek2
2 C �kLuk2

2. This cost penalizes both the deviation

of the sampled version ofu from the measurementNy (data term) and the weighted reconstruction itself

(regularization term), where the “amount of regularization imposed on the reconstruction” is controlled

by the parameter� > 0 and the dynamic weightL is designated to determine the level of smoothness of

u. To minimize theL2-norm of the error system,

GeD

2

4
SGv

NGn

0 0

3

5 �

2

4
S
p
�L

3

5H
h

SGv
NGn

i

;

we may use Proposition 2.1, which yields the following normal equation (providingSGv.SGv/
�C NGn

NG�
n

is nonsingular):

S� D
�S�S C �L�L�Hopt: (15)

Remarkably, (15) is independent ofGv and NGn, i.e., of properties ofv and Nn. This appears to be the

rationale behind the choiceNe D Ny � Nu rather than the seemingly more naturalNe D Nv � Nu. Assuming that

L is stably invertible2, (15) rewrites as.SW /� D
�

.SW /�SW C �I �W�1Hopt, whereW ´ L�1. This

leads to

HoptDW �

�I C .SW /�SW ��1
.SW /�

DW .SW /�
�

�I C SW .SW /�
��1
:

As � ! 0 (see [19]), this recovers (9) withGy D Gv D L�1. For nonzero� we can end up with this

reconstructor with our setup in Fig. 1 by adding a discrete white noise of variance� betweenS andH ,

see [12, Thm. 1].

We thus see that there might be a number of approaches, viz. optimization criteria, enabling us to end

up with the very same solution. An interesting question is now to compare these approaches. This may

2Otherwise, the arguments of the proof of Theorem 3.3 may be used.
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be a right place to reemphasize our statement from [1, Remark2.2] that we consider the optimization as

merely a design tool. We therefore believe that a fair comparison between our formulation and those of

[19], [23] should be drawn from the transparency of the design steps and tuning the weighting functions

and from the extensibility of the method. These issues deserve an in-depth analysis, which goes beyond

the scope of this paper. O

IV. RANK THEOREM

Samplers, by their very nature, reduce continuous-time signals to discrete-time signals. Clearly then

sampling normally brings about a loss of information. Dually, the output of a hold is continuous time, but

as the hold is shift-invariant and driven by a discrete signal, the richness of the set of its continuous-time

outputs is limited. Typically this set is nevertheless infinite dimensional and it is difficult to get a handle

on the richness of the set in time domain. In lifted frequencydomain matters are transparent and in fact

one can fully characterize what it means for an LDTI system tobe a series interconnection of a sampler

and a hold.

First, recall that the series interconnectionu DH Sy in lifted frequency domain is an integral operator

Mu.ej� I �/ D
Z h

0

MfHSP.ej� I �; �/ My.ej� ; �/d� (16)

whose kernel can be expressed in terms of its sampling and hold functions as

MfHSP.ej� I �; �/ D M�.ej� I �/ M .ej� I ��/; (17)

see Appendix for a derivation. At each� the range of the integral operator (16) is contained in the

subspace spanned byM�.ej� I �/. If the input of the hold is a channel withn Nu elements then the dimension

of this subspace isn Nu (at most). The ramification of this observation is:

Theorem 4.1 (Rank Theorem):LetF 2 L1 and suppose that its frequency response kernelMf .ej� I �; �/

is piecewise continuous. ThenF is an HSP iff there isr 2 N such that rankMF .ej�/ � r 8� 2 Œ��; ��.

In this caser � min.n Ny ; n Nu/ for any HSP implementation ofF , and HSP-implementations ofF exist

for which r D n Ny D n Nu.

Proof: See Appendix.

The assumption on piecewise continuity of the kernel avoidsissues with Lebesgue measure but other

than that it is not essential to the result. It is because of this Rank Theorem that of all representations of

systems, the lifted frequency response is the most useful one, at least for the design problems considered

in the remainder of this paper.
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V. SINGULAR VALUES AND OPTIMAL HSP

Having characterized HSPs as having a uniform finite rank frequency response at each� , the design

of HSPs amounts to frequency-wise approximation of given operators by finite rank operators. In the

(finite-dimensional) matrix case this could be done via the singular vale decomposition (SVD) machinery

[24, ÷2.5.5]. An extension of this to infinite-dimensional Hilbert space operators is called theSchmidt

decomposition. Omitting some technical details, for which the reader may refer to [25, Ch. VI] or [26,

÷A.4.2], a compact Hilbert space operatorO W H1 ! H2 admits a representation of the form

O D
X

k2N

�kh�; ekiH1
vk; (18)

where real�1 � �2 � � � � are nonnegative andfe1; e2; : : :g and fv1; v2; : : :g are orthonormal bases inH1

and H2, respectively. The notationh�; ekiH1
meansh�; ekiH1

for any input� 2 H1 of O. The numbers

�k and pairs.ek; vk/ are called thesingular values(s-numbers) and theSchmidt pairsof O, respectively

(the Schmidt pairs may be thought of as counterparts of the singular vectors in the matrix case).

We then have:

Theorem 5.1:Let G 2 L1 and suppose that at almost every� 2 Œ��; �� the operatorMG.ej�/ W L! L

has SVD of the form (18) for�-dependent singular values and Schmidt pairs. Then if the HSP GHSP

satisfying

MGHSP.ej� / D
r

X

kD1

�kh�; ekiLvk; (19)

is well defined, it minimizeskG � GHSPk1 over all HSPs of rank� r , attaining kG � GHSPk1 D

ess sup�2.��;�/ �rC1.�/. If G has finiteL2-norm, then the HSP (19) minimizeskG � GHSPk2 as well,

attainingkG � GHSPk2
2 D 1

2�h

R �

��

P1

kDrC1 �
2
k
.�/d� .

Proof: TheL2 andL1 norms involve nonnegative integrals over frequency� , see [1, Eqns. (31) and (30)].

Therefore, if MGHSP.ej�/ minimizes the norms for every fixed frequency then it is optimal. The rest is

standard.

This theorem does not settle the potentially complicated matter of existence of such SVDs and whether

or not the frequency-wise defined HSP (19) can be implemented. For the applications that we have in

mind, however, the SVD ofMG.ej� / exists and is explicit and the pointwise HSP can be implemented as

convolutions.

Typically HSPs are not LCTI and it is not hard to formalize that the subset of HSPs that are LCTI

form a set of measure zero. However ifG is LCTI then often the optimal finite-rank approximationGHSP

of G is LCTI as well. This follows from explicit representationsin the next section but it can also be

understood from the fact that theL2 andL1 system norms are invariant under continuous time shift:
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Proposition 5.2:Given LCTI systemG, the minimizerGHSP of kG � GHSPk2 or kG � GHSPk1 over

noncausal LDTI HSPs of given rank is LCTI if it is unique.

Proof: TheL2 andL1 norms do not depend on shifts of input and output:k��.G � GHSP/�
��k D

kG � GHSPk where�� is delay operator (� 2 R). By continuous time-invariance ofG the GHSP hence is

optimal iff ���GHSP�
� is optimal for all� 2 R.

Subsequently, we shall also need the following result:

Corollary 5.3: LetG be as in Theorem 5.1. Then the rank-r FHSP with the frequency response satisfying

MFHSP.ej�/ D
r

X

kD1

h�; vkiLvk; 8 My 2 L;

minimizes bothk.I �FHSP/Gk1 andk.I �FHSP/Gk2 (providedkGk2 <1) with respect to stable rank-r

HSPs, attaining the same norms as in Theorem 5.1.

Proof: Then MGHSP´ MFHSP
MG equals (19).

VI. SVD OF LCTI SYSTEMS—FREQUENCY FOLDING

LCTI systems have an explicit fixed frequency SVD. This is very similar to what [27, p. 1770] derived

in discrete time and for spectral densities. We need it for signal generators:

Proposition 6.1:Let G 2 L1 \ L2. Then MG.ej�/ exists for almost every� 2 Œ��; �� and has SVD

MG.ej� / D
X

k2Z

jG.j!k/j h�; ekiL vk; (20)

in which

ek.�/´
1p
h

ej!k� ; k 2 Z; (21)

is the standard orthonormal basis ofL andvk ´ ek ej argG. j!k/. The singular values in this case are well

defined at almost every� and equal�k.�/ D jG.j!k/j, k 2 Z, modulo ordering.

Proof: By [1, (17b)] we have that the kernel ofMG.ej�/ equals

Mg.ej� I �; �/ D 1

h

X

k2Z

G.j!k/ej!k.���/ (22)

so its frequency response, mappingMw.ej�/ to Mv.ej�/, reads

Mv.ej� I �/ D 1

h

X

k2Z

Z h

0

G.j!k/ej!k.���/ Mw.ej� I �/d�

D
X

k2Z

G.j!k/ h Mw.ej�/; ekiL ek.�/:
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Since the functionsek are orthonormal inL, the absolute valuesjG.j!k/j are the singular values (modulo

order). The fact thatG 2 L2\L1 implies the existence of singular values and, by Plancherel, that MG.ej�/

has finite Hilbert-Schmidt norm almost everywhere.

This establishes that the singular values ofMG.ej�/ are actually the magnitudes of the continuous-

time frequency responseG.j!/ at all its aliased frequencies!k. This can be visualized by folding the

magnitude plot ofG.j!/, see Fig. 4. Folding reduces the infinite frequency bands to the finite baseband

Œ0; !N� and we end up with a zig-zag plot that at each�=h D !0 2 Œ0; !N� captures its countably many

singular values�1; �2; : : : Frequency folding is well known in the literature as a way to explain aliasing or

to visualize the sampled spectrum [10,÷6.1]. In the lifting approach we do not add up theG.j!k/—which

would result in the sampled spectrum and thus loose intersample information—but keep them as separate

entities.

0!
�2

�4

!
�1

�2

!0

�1

!1

�3

jG.j!/j

! !

0 !N 2!N 3!N ! !

0 !N 3!N

:
:
:

�2

�1

�3

�

h

Fig. 4. Frequency folding for LCTI systems: at each�=h 2 Œ0; !N � the MG.ej� / has countably many singular values�k D
j MG.ej!k /j, modulo ordering
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Ssinc

F ilp SIdl

Hsinc

y � Ny u

Fig. 5. WKS hybrid signal processor

Example 6.1 (WKS-block):Consider the HSP of Fig. 5. It comprises the sinc sampler

Ny D Ssinc.y/ W NyŒk� D
Z 1

�1

1
h

sinch.kh � s/y.s/ds (23)

(presented in the figure as the cascade of the ideal lowpass filter F ilp andSIdl) and the sinc-hold

u DHsinc. Nu/ W u.t/ D
X

i2Z

sinch.t � ih/ NuŒi �: (24)

Here � ´ F ilpy is the projection ofy into the space of!N-bandlimited signals. It follows from

the Sampling Theorem thatu D � and, moreover, ify itself is !N-bandlimited, that we have perfect

reconstruction,u D y. We call this system theWhittaker-Kotel’nikov-Shannon(WKS) block, and denote

it asFWKS. According to (17) and [1, Examples 4.5 and 4.6], the frequency response kernel ofMFWKS.ej�/

is MfWKS.ej� I �; �/ D M�sinc.ej� I �/ M sinc.ej� I ��/ D 1
h
ej�.���/=h. Note that this kernel has a Toeplitz structure.

Together with the discrete-time invariance ofFWKS, this implies thatFWKS is actually LCTI. This may

appear remarkable, taking into account that generically HSPs are LDTI and typically not LCTI.

Alternatively, since the WKS-block is LCTI with the real frequency responseF.j!/ D 1Œ�!N;!N�.!/

we have, according to Proposition 6.1, thatMF .ej�/ D h�; e0iLe0 and that its frequency response kernel is

Mf .ej� I �; �/ D e0.�/e
�
0 .�/ D 1

h
ej�.���/=h. Indeed. O

VII. S INGLE-CHANNEL OPTIMAL SR

We are now in a position to formulate and solve a number of Type-IV signal reconstruction problems,

i.e., problems where both sampler and hold are available fordesign.

In this section we return to the case thatGy D Gv. The error system we write asGe D .I �FHSP/Gv D

Gv � FHSPGv, whereFHSP´ H S. We further restrict attention to single channel HSPs. Single-channel

refers to the case that the sampled signalNy is scalar, i.e., that we have only one sensor. The rank theorem

thus states that rankMFHSP.ej�/ � 1;8� 2 Œ��; �� for any such HSP. This clearly implies that the best we

can do with our HSP is to match the directions and norm (Schmidt pair) corresponding to the largest

singular value of MGv.ej�/ at each frequency� and have a unit gain there. To simplify the outline, we

assume that
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A1: Gv is baseband dominant

(see Definition 3.1).A1 says that at each� 2 Œ��; �� the largest singular value ofMGv.ej�/ is attained in

the baseband. By Corollary 5.3 and Proposition 6.1, the optimal rank-one MF .ej�/ has the kernel

MfHSP.ej� I �; �/ D v0.�/v
�
0 .�/ D 1

h
ej�.���/=h;

meaning that the optimal HSP is actuallyFWKS. Thus, we just proved the following result:

Theorem 7.1:SupposeGv 2 L1 \ L2 is LCTI and that it satisfiesA1. Then the WKS blockFWKS

considered in Example 6.1 is the HSP that minimizes bothL2 andL1 norms ofGe, and the optimal

performance indices are

k.I � FWKS/Gvk2
2 D

1

�

Z 1

!N

jGv.j!/j2 d! (25)

in theL2 case, and

k.I � FWKS/Gvk1 D sup!>!N
jGv.j!/j (26)

in theL1 case.

This result is not new for theL2-norm. It was derived earlier in [27] using similar methods,but then

for the discrete time case. An elegant and entirely different derivation can be found in [15, p. 3593],

again for theL2 norm. Computation of theL2 norm (25) can be done without gridding [28].

If Gv is strict baseband dominant then the optimal HSP is unique. Theorem 7.1 establishes that sinc-

sampler (23) and sinc-hold (24) are optimal from bothL2 andL1 points of view. Interestingly, neither

the optimal sampler nor the optimal hold depends onGv as long asGv is baseband dominant. Clearly

under the baseband dominance assumption the norm of the reconstruction error is zero iffGv.j!/ D 0

almost everywhere outside the basebandŒ�!N; !N�. This is the classic Sampling Theorem.

If Gv is not baseband-dominant, then the optimalFHSP should account for frequency band(s) in which

the frequency response gain ofGv is dominant. In this case, the optimal sampler comprises theideal

sampler and an ideal passband filter. The frequency pattern of the latter might be rather complicated.

Also, the perfect reconstruction conditions will be different in this case. The sampled signal need no

longer have zero frequency content outside the baseband. Rather, we should require thatGv.j!k/ ¤ 0 for

at most onek (which is not necessarilyk D 0). The optimalFHSP is nonetheless selfadjoint, consistent

and LCTI and its classic Fourier transform is piecewise constant having value0 or 1, a so called brickwall

filter [27].

Remark 7.1:It is straightforward to extend these ideas to multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) systems

Gv. In such cases,MGv.j!k/ is a matrix and, for everyk, has a finite number of singular values�k;n.�/,
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n 2 N, with respect to the standard Euclidean norm. Thus, at each� 2 Œ0; �� we end up with doubly

indexed singular values, but the task of the HSP remains the same: to delete the largest singular value.

The optimal HSP is again a (modulated) WKS-block, but then pre- and post processed by MIMO LCTI

systems that select, so the say, the direction of the largestsingular value ofGv. O

A. Fundamental Limit for Error-Free Reconstruction

The optimal mappingFHSP selects frequency bands wherejGv.j!/j is maximal and with that in mind

one can obtain the upper boundkFHSPGvk2
2 � kGvk2

1=h and that the upper bound is tight (in a ratio

sense) ifh ! 1 [28]. By orthogonality we also have the upper boundkFHSPGvk2
2 � kGvk2

2. The two

upper bounds meet at

hG ´ kGk2
1=kGvk2

2;

which has an interesting property:

Proposition 7.2:WhateverGv is, error free reconstruction is impossible forh > hG . O

This follows from the lower bound on the error reconstruction, kGek2
2 D kGvk2

2�kFHSPGvk2
2 � kGvk2

2�

kGvk2
1=h D kGvk2

2.1�hG=h/. Stated differently, the “signal-to-error ratio” (SER) isbounded from above

by

SER´ kGvk2
2

kGek2
2

� 1

1� hG=h
; 8h > hG:

Also theL1 norm gives rise to limitations on perfect reconstruction. In fact, for certain values ofh

theL1 norm may not be reducible at all ifjGv.j!/j is not monotonically decaying. Indeed, suppose that

the peak value ofjGv.j!/j is attained at some frequency, called resonance frequency,

!res´ arg max
!>0
jGv.j!/j:

Suppose further that we sample at an integer fraction of the resonance frequency, i.e., at!N D !res=k,

for somek 2 N Then folding of jGv.j!/j shows that there are at least two singular values�k equal to

kGvk1 at either! D 0 or ! D !N, see Fig. 6. Since a single channel hybrid signal processor can cancel

0
!N D

!res

k

!res

jG.j!/j folding
�!

0 !N

 

Fig. 6. Samplint at!N D !res=k
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only one singular value, the largest singular value can not be reduced at all in this case and therefore we

have:

Proposition 7.3: If jGv.j!/j is continuous and!res > 0 then sampling with!N D !res=k is futile:

kGek1 D kGvk1 is the best we can do andFHSPD 0 is anL1-optimal solution. O

Example 7.1 (Resonance peaks):Consider the second order LCTI systemGv with resonance peak near

! D 1,

Gv.j!/ D
1

.j! C :2/2 C 1

Because of the peak, the reconstruction errors normskGek2 andkGek1 need not be monotonous in the

sampling periodh, and indeed they are not: Fig. 7 shows the numerically computed kGek2
2 andkGvk1

as a function ofh. The reconstruction error norms converges to zero ash ! 0 and converge tokGvk2

andkGvk1 respectively ash!1. In this example the fundamental time limit ishG D kGvk2
1=kGvk2

2 D
2:52

125=104
D 5:2 exactly. As predicted, theL1 norm can not be reduced if!N D !res=k � 1=k, that is, if

h D k�=!res� k� . As Fig. 7 suggests also theL2 norm is close to a local maximum at these values.

0 hG h!

kGek2
2

kGvk2
2

kGvk2
2 � kGvk2

1=h

0 hG h!

kGek1

kGvk1

Fig. 7. OptimalkGek22 (left) andkGek1 (right) as a function ofh

This can be interpreted as being close to pathological sampling (see next subsection). O

B. Unstable Signal Generators and Pathological Sampling

To avoid technicalities it was assumed so far that the signalgeneratorGv is stable. But it is tempting

to consider unstable signal generators as well. Bypassing the mathematical difficulties (this will be fixed

later), suppose thatGv.s/ has several imaginary poles. Clearly after folding we end upwith a two or

more infinite singular values (poles) at some� iff

!a � !b D 2k!N for some poles j!a ¤ j!b of Gv.s/

and certaink 2 Z. This situation is known aspathological samplingand it is the case when controllability

and/or observability may be lost after standard discretization of a system in state space [29]. Since an

HSP can delete only one singular value per discrete frequency, one expects that no HSP can achieve a
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finite norm if we have pathological sampling. If, on the otherhand, no such!a, !b, andk exist then no

two poles overlap after folding, and then an HSP can be found that deletes all infinite singular values

(poles), rendering the error system stable. This is indeed the case. For technical reasons we formulate

the result for rationalGv.s/ only:

Proposition 7.4:SupposeGv.s/ is rational and strictly proper, but possibly with imaginary poles. Then

a single channel HSP exists that renders.I � FHSP/Gv stable iff h is not pathological with respect to

Gv.s/. In that case any brick-wall filterMFHSP.ej�/ that at each� cancels the largest singular value�max.�/

of MGv.ej�/ (and leaves the other singular values unaffected) is anL2 optimal rank-1 HSP.

Proof: See Appendix.

In particular, for the integratorsGv.s/ D 1=sn the WKS-block once again is optimal under allh > 0

(no pathological sampling in this case).

VIII. M ULTICHANNEL SR, SHANNON EXTENSION

Ge

FHSPGv

S H
w

y u

v

e

-

Fig. 8. Two-channel SR setup (Section VIII)

Next we consider the setup depicted in Fig. 8. It is the case where we have two channels, i.e.,two

samplers and two holds. The HSP in this case has the formFHSP D FHSP1 C FHSP2 for somescalar

HSPsFHSP1 andFHSP2. This leads to the following rank constraint: rankMFHSP.ej�/ � 2 8� 2 Œ��; ��.

Assuming2!N-baseband dominance ofGv and following the arguments of the previous section, we obtain

the optimal HSP in terms of its lifted frequency response kernel as

MfHSP.ej� I �; �/ D 1

h

�

ej!0.���/ C ej!�1.���/
�

; (27)

for � � 0 (the negative part follows by symmetry using the assumptionthat the system is real) and

that the optimalL2 andL1 performance indices are as in (25) and (26) with!N replaced by2!N. The

optimal HSP is again LCTI and its frequency response isFHSP.j!/ D 1Œ�2!N ;2!N�.!/.

Expression (27) does not determine optimalFHSP1 and FHSP2 unambiguously. In fact, there is an

infinite number of possible combinations in this case. Yet itis clear that we have perfect reconstruction

iff we sample at half the Nyquist rate or faster, i.e., iffGv.j!/ is zero outsideŒ�2!N; 2!N� (given
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the assumed2!N-baseband dominance). In other words there are two scalar HSPs that, combined, can

perfectly reconstruct any!b-bandlimited signal ifand only if !b < 2!N.

The optimal kernel (27) naturally splits into two channels by decomposing it as

MfHSP.ej� I �; �/ D 1

h

�

ej!0.���/ C ej!�1.���/
�

D
h

ej!0� ej!�1�

i

2

4

1
h

e�j!0�

1
h
e�j!�1�

3

5

D
h

�1.ej� / �2.ej� /

i

2

4
 1.ej�/

 2.ej�/

3

5 (28)

with hold and sampling functions defined as
h

�1.ej�/ �2.ej�/

i

D
h

ej!0� ej!�1�

i

2

4
 1.ej�/

 2.ej�/

3

5 D 1

h

2

4
e�j!0�

e�j!�1�

3

5 :

This corresponds to one channelH1S1 being the standard WKS-block and the other channelH2S2—its

modulated version. Many other splittings exist. In fact, (28) holds true for

h

�1.ej�/ �2.ej�/

i

D
h

ej!0� ej!�1�

i

NA�1.�/ (29)
2

4
 1.ej�/

 2.ej�/

3

5 D NA.�/1
h

2

4
e�j!0�

e�j!�1�

3

5 (30)

for any 2 � 2 discrete systemNA.�/ that is bistable (stable and having stable inverse). This way the two

channels could be time varying (as continuous time systems)while we know that their sum is LCTI. An

interesting and still rather general splitting is depictedin Fig. 9. Here the signaly is first given to the

F ilp

A1

A2

SIdl

SIdl

H1

H2

y � u

Fig. 9. Alternative implementation of a two-channel HSP

ideal lowpass filterF ilp with the cut-off frequency2!N. With this choice, we do not need to prefilter

measurements if they are already2!N-bandlimited. The outcome is then fed to two different LCTI filters
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A1 andA2 followed by ideal samplers and then two holds. This corresponds to the case that

NA.�/ D

2

4
A1.j!0/ A1.j!�1/

A2.j!0/ A2.j!�1/

3

5 (31)

if � > 0 (see Appendix for a derivation).

Example 8.1 (Samples with derivatives):If A1 is the identity andA2 the differentiator we get a

mixing matrix

NA.�/ D

2

4
1 1

j!0 j!�1

3

5 :

This matrix has constant nonzero determinant�j2�=h. The hold functions (29) now become (for� 2

Œ0; ��)

h

�1.ej�/ �2.ej�/

i

D
h

ej!0� ej!�1�

i

A�1.�/

D
�

ej!0� j!�1 � ej!�1� j!0

�j2�=h
�ej!0� C ej!�1�

�j2�=h

�

:

The inverse Fourier transformation subsequently yields (see [1, Example 4.2] for�1) the two hold

functions

�1.t/ D sinc2
h.t/; �2.t/ D t sinc2

h.t/

and we get the well known reconstruction formula

f .t/ D
X

k2Z

�1.t � kh/f .kh/C �2.t � kh/f 0.kh/

providedf .t/ is 2!N-bandlimited. O

For two channels the mixing matrixNA.�/ is 2 � 2. It is straightforward to extend the ideas to more

than two channels. For instance whenM derivative samples,y.i/.kh/ for i D 0; : : : ;M � 1, are available

etcetera. The formulae are unwieldy though.

For recurring non-uniform sampling the method recovers Yen’s original work [8]. In this case the

formulae are manageable for anyM :

Example 8.2 (Recurring non-uniform sampling):If A1 is the identity andA2 the T -delay operator

A2.j!/ D e�jT! then the mixing matrix (31) becomes the Vandermonde matrix

NA.�/ D

2

4
1 1

e�jT!0 e�jT!�1

3

5 for � 2 Œ0; ��.
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It is invertible iff the delayT is not a multiple of the sampling periodh, in which case

NA�1.�/ D 1

e�jT!�1 � e�jT!0

2

4
e�jT!�1 �1

�e�jT!0 1

3

5 :

Direct inverse Fourier transformation of (29) now yields the optimal hold functions

�1.t/ D sinch.t/
sin.!N.t C T //

sin.!NT /
; �2.t/ D �1.�t � T /

see Fig. 10. This�1.t/ is the unique3 2!N-bandlimited signal that is 1 att D 0 and is 0 at both all

other sampling instances,kh, k ¤ 0, and delayed sampling instanceskh � T , k 2 Z. By symmetry

�2.t/ D �1.�t � T / has comparable interpolation properties, see Fig. 10.

�2.t/

h

�T 0

�1.t/

t !

h

1

Fig. 10. Optimal hold functions forM D 2 (Example 8.2)

If instead of 2 we haveM samples everyŒhk; hkCh/ at t D hkCT1, t D hkCT2; : : : ; t D hkCTM ,

then theM optimal hold functions�1; : : : ; �M are [8]

�n.t/ D sinch.t C Tn/
Y

k¤n

sin.!N.t C Tk//

sin.!N.�Tn C Tk//
:

Indeed, they satisfy the interpolation conditions and areM!N-bandlimited by the fact that they areM

products of!N-bandlimited signals, and thus they are the solutions we seek (providedGv is M!N-band

dominant). O

Besides [8], the results in this section bears close resemblance with the generalized sampling theorems

of [9], with the difference that [9] assumes from the outset that the signal is sufficiently bandlimited.

Paper [30] treats the same problem but then aims at consistent rather than norm-optimal HSPs. This,

however, is closely related to norm-optimality because consistency is an interpolation condition and

in Footnote 3 we saw that norm-optimality under certain assumptions is equivalent to an interpolation

condition.

3SinceGe,optD 0 for any Gv that is 2!N-bandlimited, we have thatH S D I when restricted to2!N-bandlimited signals.

Suppose� and � are two2!N-bandlimited signals with the same samples, then� D H S� D H S� D � i.e., then they are the

same.
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IX. D OWNSAMPLING

Consider again the caseGy D Gv, but now assume that the generator ofv is itself an HSP,

Gv DHh0Sh0 (32)

with a sampling periodh0 different fromh. To maintainh-periodicity we assume that this sampling period

is an integer fraction ofh,

h0 D h=m; for somem 2 N:

The problem is to find a single channelFHSP with sampling periodh that minimizes theL2 or L1 norm

of the error systemGe. In the present context this is an example of downsampling bya factorm. System

(32) has kernelg.t; s/ D
P

k2Z
�h0.t � kh0/ h0.kh0 � s/ and it can be seen as the superposition ofm

advanced-delayedh-periodic systems,g.t; s/ D
Pm�1

nD0

P

k2Z
�h0.t � nh0 � kh/ h0.nh0 C kh � s/. It has

frequency response kernel

Mg.ej� I �; �/ D
m�1
X

nD0

M�h0.ej� I � � nh0/ M h0.ej� I �.� � nh0//:

Using the Key Lifting Formula for the sampling function shows that

Mg.ej� I �; �/ D
X

k2Z

�m�1
X

nD0

�h0.ej� I � � nh0/e�n j!kh0

�

� 	.j!k/
1

h
e�j!k� :

SinceGv is not LCTI it is not immediate what the fixed-frequency SVD (Proposition 6.1) is, but for

certain examples ofGv it can be done:

Example 9.1 (Downsampling by factor2): Let m D 2 andGv DHZOHSIdlGilp, where the ideal sampler

SIdl and the zero-order holdHZOH have the sampling periodh=2 andGilp is the ideal lowpass filter with

bandwidth2!N. By the bandlimitness of the prefilter we have, for� 2 Œ0; !N�,

Mg.ej� I �; �/ D
X

kD1;2

�
X

nD0;1

�h0.ej� I � � nh0/e�n j!kh0

�

� 	.j!k/
1

h
e�j!k�

D
h

1Œ0;h=2�.�/ 1Œh=2;h�.�/

i

2

4
1 1

ej�=2 �ej�=2

3

5

„ ƒ‚ …

V.�/

�

2

4
	.j!0/ 0

0 	.j!1/

3

5

2

4

1
h

e�j!0�

1
h

e�j!1�

3

5 : (33)
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The two shifted hold functions1Œ0;h=2�.�/ and 1Œh=2;h�.�/ have non-overlapping support and therefore

are orthogonal (and with the sameL-norm of
p

h=2), making theV.�/ defined above orthogonal at

each � and V 0.�/V .�/ D hI2. Equation (33) at each� is therefore an SVD with singular values

fhj	.j!0/j; hj	.j!1/jg. By Corollary 5.3, the optimal HSP should cancel the largestsingular value. If	

is baseband dominant then according to this corollaryMFHSP.ej�/ D h�; v1iLv1 with v1 the� dependent first

column ofV.�/ normalized to haveL-norm 1. That is, its kernel isfHSP.t; s/ D �.t/�.s/ with optimal

hold and sampler equal to the inverse Fourier transform of the first column ofV (scaled by
p
h for

orthonormality),

�.t/ D  .t/ D 1p
h

F�1fV1g

D 1p
h

F�1
˚

1Œ0;h=2�.�/C 1Œh=2;h�.�/ej�=2
	

D 1p
h

�

1Œ0;h=2�.t/C
X

k2Z

sinc1.k C 1
2
/1Œh=2;h�.t � kh/

�

D
0 h

The optimal HSP isS�S D HH �. In the somewhat special case that	 is passband dominant in the

sense that the second band is dominant, that is,j	.j!1/j � j	.j!k¤1/j, 8� 2 Œ0; �/, then we should

select the second column ofV , rendering the optimal hold / sampler equal to

�.t/ D  .t/ D 1p
h

F�1fV2g

D 1p
h

F�1
˚

1Œ0;h=2�.�/ � 1Œh=2;h�.�/ej�=2
	

D 0 h

The hold function is unique (modulo frequency dependent scaling that could be absorbed into the sampler

or discrete filter) but the sampler is not unique in this case because the signal generator is singular. Neither

Gv nor the optimal HSP is LCTI. O

X. SR WITH NOISY MEASUREMENTS

In this final section we consider the case where the signaly available for sampling is corrupted by

colored noise. This very common situation can be modeled as in Fig. 11 wheren is the colored noise

which is seen as the output of a systemGn driven by white noisewn, assumed to be independent ofwv

which drives the systemGv that generates the signalv that we aim to reconstruct. This is a special case
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of the setup in Fig. 1 for

G D
2

4
Gv 0

Gv Gn

3

5 and w D

2

4
wv

wn

3

5 :

The signal generatorsGv andGn are assumed to be real LCTI systems satisfying

A2: jGv.j!/j2 C jGn.j!/j2 > 0 for all !.

This assumption guarantees that the optimization problemsare non-singular.

The requirement thatFHSP is an HSP can be viewed as a structural constraint imposed on the recon-

structor (estimator). This suggests that the problem can beaddressed via the solution of the unconstrained

problems, where theL2 or L1 norms of the error systemGe are minimized by an analog filterF (not

necessarily an HSP). We thus start with the latter problem, following the ideas of [14].

First, recall that theL2-norm ofGe, kGek2, is the square root of the (operator) trace ofGeG�
e and the

L1-norm of the error systemkGek1 �  iff GeG�
e � 2I , [14]. This is to say that the systemGeG�

e

plays a central role in both optimization problems. Now,

GeG�
e D .I � F /GvG�

v .I � F /� C FGnG�
nF �

D GvG�
v � FGvG�

v � GvG�
vF � C F .GvG�

v C GnG�
n/F �

D Q C .GvG�
vR�1 � F /R.GvG�

vR�1 � F /�; (34)

whereR ´ GvG�
v C GnG�

n is invertible byA2 and, in fact,GvG�
vR�1 is then well defined and stable.

Also,

Q ´ Gv.I � G�
vR�1Gv/G�

v D GvG�
vR�1GnG�

n :

As no causality constraints are imposed, it is readily seen [14] that the optimal solution in bothL2 and

L1 cases is

F D Fwiener´ GvG�
vR�1 D GvG�

v .GvG�
v C GnG�

n/
�1

(in the L1 case it might be non-unique). This is the classical LCTI Wiener filter. It is not necessarily

an HSP and in fact it generally is not an HSP, and as suchFwiener is not the solution we seek.

Ge

FHSP

Gv

Gn S H

wv

wn

v

n y u

e

-

Fig. 11. Setup for SR with noisy measurements (Section X)
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Important is that (34) can be used to reduce the original signal reconstruction problem to a simpler

problem, similar to the noise-free problem studied in Section VII. This reduction, however, is different

in theL2 andL1 cases.

A. L2 Optimization

Because of the linearity of the operator trace, (34) gives that

kGek2
2 D kQ 1=2k2

2 C k.Fwiener� F /R1=2k2
2: (35)

Hence, theL2 signal reconstruction problem is equivalent to the problemof

minFHSP

kFwienerR1=2

„ ƒ‚ …

G2

�FHSPR1=2

„ ƒ‚ …

F2

k2; (36)

which is a one-block problem. In the noise-free setting, thesystemsR1=2 andFwiener should be replaced

with G andI , respectively. The presence ofR1=2 andFwiener does not lead to any conceptual difference

though. By the invertibility ofR1=2, the series interconnectionF2 is a rank-1 HSP iffFHSP is. Now, the

optimal rank-1 approximationF2 of an LCTI systemG2 is itself LCTI and therefore the optimal rank-1

FHSPD F2R�1=2 is LCTI as well. To circumvent exotic HSPs we again assume baseband dominance:

A3: G2 D GvG�
v .GvG�

v C GnG�
n/

�1=2 is baseband dominant.

The singular values ofMG2.ej� / at each� can be expressed as

�k D
jGv.j!k/j2

p

jGv.j!k/j2 C jGn.j!k/j2
D jGv.j!k/j

s

�.!k/

1C �.!k/
;

where

�.!/´ jGv.j!/j2
jGn.j!/j2

(37)

can be interpreted as the signal-to-noise ratio spectrum.

Given A3, theF2.j!/ that minimizes (36) equalsG2.j!/ in the baseband! 2 Œ�!N; !N� and is zero

elsewhere. The optimalFHSPD F2R�1=2 therefore is the LCTI system that is zero outside the baseband,

and in the baseband equalsFHSP.j!/ D G2.j!/R.j!/�1=2 D Fwiener.j!/. In the baseband the optimal

FHSP acts as the classic Wiener filter making the errorGe.j!/Ge.j!/� equal toQ.ej�/, and outside the

baseband it does nothing. Therefore:

Theorem 10.1:Let Gv andGn be real stable LCTI systems and suppose assumptionsA2-3 hold. Then

the HSP depicted in Fig. 12(a) minimizes theL2 norm ofGe and attains the optimal performance

kGek2
2 D

1

�

Z !N

0

jGv.j!/j2
1C �.!/ d! C 1

�

Z 1

!N

jGv.j!/j2d!;
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whereFwiener.j!/ D �.!/

1C�.!/
and�.!/ is defined by (37). All components are stable and the overall HSP

is LCTI. O

Ssinc

Fwiener

F ilp SIdl

Hsinc

y u

(a) Configuration with analog Wiener filterFwiener

Ssinc

NK
F ilp SIdl

Hsinc

y u

(b) Configuration with discrete filter,NK.ej� / D Fwiener.�=h/

Fig. 12. The optimal HSP for SR with noisy measurements

The optimal reconstructor is very similar to the WKS-block with the sole difference that the analog

Wiener filter preprocesses the measurement. The frequency response ofFwiener is real valued for all

frequencies, so it is noncausal (unless it is static, which happens ifGn is scalar multiple ofGv). An

alternative form of the optimal HSP is presented in Fig. 12(b), in which the Wiener filter is, in a sense,

converted to the discrete filterNK with the frequency responseNK.ej�/ D Fwiener.�=h/. This filter is also

generically noncausal. Moreover, it is normally not a rational function of ej� even if the analog Wiener

filter is rational. Hence, unlessNK is static, it is infinite dimensional.

B. L1 Optimization

The situation here is more complicated than in theL2 case. Clearly from (34) we have thatGeG�
e � 2I

iff

.Fwiener� F /R.Fwiener� F /� � 2I � Q : (38)

This requires that � wiener, where

wiener´
p

kQk1

is the optimalL1 performance achievable withF D Fwiener.

If  > wiener, the systemI � �2Q is stably invertible and then there is an HSP guaranteeing that

kGek1 �  iff

k.I � �2Q /�1=2.Fwiener� FHSP/R1=2k1 �  (39)

for someFHSP. The system in (39) is of the one-block type

.I � �2Q /�1=2FwienerR1=2

„ ƒ‚ …

G1

� .I � �2Q /�1=2FHSPR1=2

„ ƒ‚ …

F1
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and, similarly to theL2 case,F1 is a rank-1 HSP iffFHSP is and by the fact that optimal rank-1

F1 can be taken LCTI alsoFHSP D .I � 2Q /1=2F1R�1=2 can be taken LCTI. Now if we were to

cancel the singular valuejG1.ej!0/j in the baseband then this would result inFHSP.j!/ D Fwiener.j!/ in

! 2 Œ�!N; !N� and zero elsewhere. This is exactly the same HSP as in theL2 case. This choice ofFHSP

achieveskGek1 �  if and only if sup!>! jG1.j!/j �  . At first sight, this condition appears hard to

check. There, however, holds:

Lemma 10.2:Let  > wiener. Then at each! we havejG1.j!/j �  () jGv.j!/j �  .

Proof: jG1.j!/j �  iff (38) holds forF.j!/ D 0 at the given frequency, which in turn is equivalent

to jGe.j!/j �  , butGe.j!/ D Gv.j!/ for F.j!/ D 0.

This property allows to bypass baseband dominance ofG1 (which is rather involved asG1 depends

on ). Sufficient is to assume baseband dominance ofGv. Thus, we have:

Theorem 10.3:Suppose assumptionsA1,2 are satisfied. Then the optimal HSP is the same as that of

Theorem 10.1 and

kGek1 D max
�

sup
!2Œ0;!N�

jGv.j!/j
p

1C �.!/
; sup

!2.!N;1/

jGv.j!/j
�

is the optimalL1 performance level.

Proof: Let 1 be the minimal achievable norm ofkGek1 by rank-1FHSP. Assume first that1 >

wiener. Then jG1.j!k/j > 1 for at most one of the aliased frequencies!k, which by Lemma 10.2 is

equivalent tojGv.j!k/j > 1 (for the same onek). By the baseband dominance ofGv, this must bek D 0.

I.e., the baseband has to be removed, leavingjGe.j!/j D Q1=2.j!/ in the baseband andGe.j!/ D Gv.j!/

elsewhere. The formula for1 follows on noting thatQ.j!/ D jGv.j!/j2=.1C �.!//.

If 1 D wiener then for any > wiener D 1 by the above argument the givenFHSP achieves

kGek1 �  . I.e., then for any > wiener inequality (38) is satisfied forF D FHSP. SinceFHSP is

independent of , the inequality (38) then holds for D 1 as well.

Both L2 and L1 equivalent one-block problems (36) and (39), respectively, can be interpreted as

(weighted) approximations of the analog optimal reconstructorFwiener by FHSP. In other words, the choice

of “good” HSPs can be viewed as an attempt to imitate their analog counterparts. This interpretation

repeats the main point of [31, Sec. 6] made in the context of the sampled-data feedback control with

causal controllers.

Remark 10.1:The optimal performance indices in Theorems 10.1 and 10.3 have two components rep-

resenting two extreme situations. The first of these components reflects the contribution of the baseband,

Œ0; !N�, and is a size ofQ in this frequency range. The frequency response ofQ is actually the spectrum
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of the estimation error under the optimal analog reconstruction. Thus, the baseband contributes, in a

sense, by the optimal analog performance. The second component of the optimal indices reflects the

contribution of the high-frequency range,.!N;1/, and is a size ofGv. Thus, high frequency components

contribute by the estimator-free performance. Thus, inŒ0; !N� the sampled-data reconstructor recovers the

analog performance, whereas in.!N;1/ it does nothing. O

Remark 10.2:In the L2 case, Theorem 10.1 requires that the functionjGv.j!/j2 �.!/

1C�.!/
is baseband-

dominant. IfjGv.j!/j is baseband-dominant, this requirement is clearly guaranteed if the signal-to-noise

ratio �.!/ is a non-increasing function of!, which is a reasonable assumption in many applications. The

dominance requirement might fail if�.!/

1C�.!/
increases faster thanjGv.j!/j2 decreases. This, in turn, is

possible if the signal-to-noise ratio increases considerably faster then the spectrum ofv decays. Spectral

properties ofGn do not affect the baseband-dominance in theL1 case. O

XI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The main message of this part is that the system-theoretic approach—the use of systems as signal

generators to account for available information and systemnorms as performance measures—facilitates

a unified treatment of a wide spectrum of sampling and reconstruction problems. We have considered

the design ofL2 andL1 optimal acquisition and / or interpolation devices when no causality constraints

are imposed on them. Remarkably, this single approach recovers many known HSPs derived hitherto by

different methods. For example, when sampling circuits arefixed (Type III problems), certain choices

of signal generators produce conventional cardinal polynomial or exponential splines as the optimal

reconstructors. Another example is the recovery of the classical Sampling Theorem and its modifications

(samples with derivatives, recurring non-uniform sampling) when both sampling and reconstruction

devices are design parameters (Type IV problems) under different assumptions about the sampling process.

We believe that the capability to reproduce known results asspecial cases of a general framework is

an important property, offering an additional insight intoboth existing and the proposed approaches.

The presented proofs of the continuous-time invariance of certain optimal HSPs and the necessity of

a bandllimited assumption in multi-channel sampling attest to it. At the same time, we have shown

that the approach can produce new solutions and interpretations, like the interplay betweenL2 andL1

norms, leading to limitations on error free reconstruction, and optimal downsampling and a version

of the Sampling Theorem for reconstructing signals from noisy measurements. Many more extensions

can be added to this list. One of them—imposing causality constraints on the design ofL2-optimal

reconstructors—is reported in [18, Part III].
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APPENDIX

Proof of Proposition 2.2: This is a known result, often called the Parrott lower bound,see [32],

[33]. The idea is to transform the operator whoseL1 norm we want to minimize into one of the form
2

4
R11 � S R12

R21 R22

3

5

with R ij fixed operators andS our free parameter (sampler). Parrott [32] showed that thenits L1 norm

is bounded from below by

max

0

@








2

4
R12

R22

3

5








1

;




h

R21 R22

i



1

1

A

and that equality can be achieved [33]. To simplify the exposition, we assume thatH �H D I and

GyG�
y D I . Then

h

G�
y I � G�

yGy

i

is co-inner, meaning that

h

G�
y I � G�

yGy

i

2

4
Gy

I � G�
yGy

3

5 D I:

ThereforeGv �H SGy and

.Gv �H SGy/
h

G�
y I � G�

yGy

i

D
h

GvG�
y �H S Gv.I � G�

yGy/

i

(40)

have the sameL1 norm. Notice that the second block here does not depend onS. Similarly
� H �

I�HH �

�

is inner and therefore (40) in turn has the sameL1 norm as
2

4
H �

I �HH �

3

5

h

GvG�
y �H S Gv.I � G�

yGy/

i

D

2

4
H �GvG�

y � S H �Gv.I � G�
yGy/

.I �HH �/GvG�
y .I �HH �/Gv.I � G�

yGy/

3

5

µ

2

4
R11 � S R12

R21 R22

3

5 :

Now, only the upper left block depends onS and it can be assigned any operator that we like and

therefore Parrott’s theorem applies. It is readily seen that







2

4
R12

R22

3

5








1

D kGv.I � G�
yGy/k1
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and




h

R21 R22

i



1
D k.I �HH �/Gvk1:

The formula for the optimalS is very involved [33]. Yet ifGy is stably invertible, then (3) achieves the

lower bound (5).

Proof of Theorem 3.3:For Gv.s/ D 1=sn the Fourier transform (11) becomes

˚opt.j!/ D
1=!2n

1
h

P

k2Z
1=.! C 2k!N/2n

:

Since ej2k!Nh D 1 this Fourier transform equals

˚opt.j!/ D
W.j!/2n

1
h

P

k2Z
.W.j.! C 2k!N//2n

(41)

for W.j!/´ .1�e�j!h/=.j!/. Now,W is the Fourier transform of the zero degreeB-spline (not centered

around zero) and soW 2n corresponds to the degree2n� 1 B-spline. The numerator in (41) is the result

of passingW 2n through a stable discrete filter that makes�.kh/ D NıŒk�, see [17,÷V.B]. So �.t/ is the

cardinal polynomial spline of degree2n � 1.

Proof of Equation(17): According to [1, Eqn. (7)], the kernelg.t; s/ of the continuous-time mapping

u D H Sy is g.t; s/ D
P

i2Z
�.t � ih/ .ih � s/. Therefore the kernelMg.´I �; �/ of the transfer function

is

Mg.´I �; �/ D
X

k2Z

X

i2Z

�.� C kh � ih/ .ih � �/´�k

D
X

k2Z

X

i2Z

�.� C .k � i/h/´�.k�i/ .ih � �/´�i

D M�.´I �/ M .´I ��/:

This completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 4.1 (Rank Theorem):The if part is trivial. Now the only-if part. Ifg 2 L2.R/,

then by Parseval we have that
R �

��
k MG.ej�/k2

HSd� < 1. Hencek MG.ej�/kHS < 1 for almost all� (for all

� except possibly on a set of zero measure). By the definition ofthe Hilbert-Schmidt norm then,
Z h

0

Z h

0

j Mg.ej� I �; �/j2d�d� <1 (42)

for almost all� 2 Œ��; ��. For any of those� the mapping
R h

0

R h

0
Mg.ej� I �; �/ Mu.�/d�d� is readily seen

to be a bounded mapping fromL to L and therefore is a compact operator and so has an SVD with

countably many singular values (at mostr in fact) [26, A.3.24 and A.4.23], that is, has a representation
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of the form
Pr

kD1 ˛k.�/h Mu; ˇki where the inner product is that ofL (all ˛ks andˇks still depend on�).

The kernel of this mapping hence is

Mg.ej� I �; �/ D M�.ej� I �/ M .ej� I �/

´
h

˛1.�/ � � � ˛r .�/

i

2

6
6
6
4

ˇ0
1.�/

:::

ˇ0
r .�/

3

7
7
7
5
:

Having finite norm (42) both partsM .ej�/ and M�.ej�/ have finiteL norm—which by scaling may be taken

to be the same—almost everywhere and then have well defined inverse Fourier transforms inL2.R/. The

assumption of continuity on some finite partition is sufficient to guarantee that the factors are Lebesgue

integrable.

Proof of Proposition 7.4 (Pathological sampling):DefineG�.j!/ as the magnitude ofGv.j!/ upto

at most1=�, i.e.,G�.j!/´ min.1=�; jGv.j!/j/. This G� is stable and, for every frequencys D j! that

is not a pole ofGv.s/, it converges pointwise toG.j!/ as � ! 0. Therefore in the case of pathological

sampling two or more singular values�k.�/ of G�.ej�/ converge to1 for some� . So then (given the

rationality of Gv) the error norm for the stabilized generatorGe;� ´ .I � F�/G� converges to1 as

� ! 0. Now, since

k.I � F /Gvk � k.I � F /G�k � k.I � F�/G�k;

we necessarily have thatk.I �F /Gvk D 1 for anyF (LCTI or LDTI), which is what we had to prove.

If we have no pathological sampling, thenF0 ´ lim�!0 F� is well defined (frequency-wise, and by

rationality). We claim that thenk.I �F /Gvk2 � k.I �F0/Gvk2, so thatF0 is optimal forGv. Indeed, if

k.I � F /Gvk2 < k.I � F0/Gvk2, then by continuity in� alsok.I � F /G�k2 < k.I � F�/G�k2 for some

small enough�. This contradicts the optimality ofF�.

Mixing matrices (Eqn.(31)): We prove that (31) is the mixing matrix for the scheme of Fig. 9.

The mapping fromy to Nu1 is a samplerSIdlA1F idl where the ideal low pass filter has cut off frequency

2!N. The sampling function of this sampler is the impulse response ofA1F idl . Its frequency response

according to the Key Lifting Formula [1, (17b)] is1
h

P

k2Z
A1.j!k/Fidl.j!k/ej!k� , which for � 2 Œ0; �/

and by the bandlimitness of the ideal low-pass filter becomes

1

h
ŒA1.j!0/ej!0� CA1.j!�1/ej!�1� �

D
h

A1.j!0/ A1.j!�1/

i

2

4
ej!0�=h

ej!�1�=h

3

5 :
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For the lower loop, theA1 has to be replaced withA2.
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